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Preface

Books of poetry do not usually need an explanatory preface. However, 
I want to comment briefly on the prose poems that you’ll find in this 
volume. Prose poetry took a long time to gain a firm hold in English-
language poetry circles—notwithstanding the production of prose 
poetry by some fine practitioners, including a number of Australian 
writers—and it is only in the last couple of decades that poets have 
begun to make much more frequent use of the form. This is partly 
because prose poetry is flexible, accommodating both the lyric 
impulse and poetic narrative, as well as being suited to registering 
strangeness and unexpectedness—which is part of the pleasure 
of writing such works. The prose poems here conjure a sense of 
experience as shifting and sometimes indeterminate, and many of 
these works are preoccupied with ideas about the interconnectedness 
and mutability of our understandings of space and time. While the 
majority of these works are not autobiographical, there are a few 
exceptions, some of which were written to memorialise people I loved.





Fenestrations
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Ascension

1.
Evening sits on the landscape like a serious word as we approach 
Washington DC. So many acres of privilege lie beneath divided wings 
and on the highway cars chase yellow headlights. We’ve not come 
here to find history, yet since the body scanner’s bleep in Los Angeles 
the flight has delivered loss’s wide cartography—overrun tribal lands 
given to potatoes, wheat and corn. We don’t belong in the air and, 
below, the land’s a residue of palimpsests, none of which we read. On 
the edge of my seat the remains of another flight’s spilt coffee posit a 
bitter idea of the past.

2.
Aeroplanes congregate like oversized gulls as a storm subsides and 
hundreds of schedules are hastily revamped. Wind scuffs the tarmac 
as we’re rumblingly gathered into an ascension of air. Your last email 
rests in my imagination like an embrace, but I don’t understand its 
import. It’s about what we saw and did, once, when our feelings were 
as expansive as a crossing of time zones; when our bodies might 
have been winged. You told me you travelled to me in dreams, like a 
theme from an old Chinese poem. Calligraphies of distance—twisted 
grasslands, floodplains, tundra, snowfields. Desire that lifts like flight.
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There were weed clumps in shallow, lemony water and small islands 
of grassy upthrusts. We disembarked; you gestured at light like cake 
layers lifting through a glade, spreading a blanket, smelling of sweat 
and perfume. Rowing had chafed your hands. You told me a story—of 
war, your father’s injuries, how his brother was killed. ‘All so long ago,’ 
as a way of saying it had never passed. You pointed. I saw ducks rise in 
your grassy dream of freedom.

Rowing
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We follow high grass and dipping fields where a horizon is painted lead 
white and dark strokes lather the ocean. You speak of memory, but it 
doesn’t hold. Granite and limestone patch the landscape and words 
are grabbed by wind even as the mouth lets them go. This is Gaelic 
territory, part of the tanistry, knowing its borders—men bartering 
and chewing privilege, or throwing song like hurled grain into a 
gale; where low houses are sparse as an invader’s dropped coin. The 
hewn land speaks in axe marks: beith, fearn, saill, duir, coll, naming 
the trees. Stone walls and bogland repel invaders, and untranslatable 
chants and cries—though Viking and Norman took what they could. 
A dip in the road is an empty begging bowl, left after the sóernemed 
travelled through. This country trusts no outsiders.

West Coast, Ireland


